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About This Game

As a member of the strange secret society E.Y.E, you wake up after a fight in which your fellow teammates were killed. E.Y.E,
an armed branch of the Secreta Secretorum is attempting a coup against the all-powerful Federation, a coalition of several

worlds and planets that rule with an iron fist.
 To complicate matters, E.Y.E itself is plagued with its own internal conflicts between the Jian faction and the Culter faction, to

which you belong. Your loyalties are torn between Commander Rimanah, your superior and the chief of the Secreta who is a
separatist with an unstoppable ambition, and the "Mentor" your friend and instructor. The "Mentor" tries at all costs to unite the
two rival factions. In doing so, you are thrust into the middle of a fratricidal war frought with political conspiracies and quests

for power in which different groups and megacorporations are implicated.
 These troubles set the stage for an attack by an unknown force bent on destroying humankind.

Key features:

Multiplayer co-op modes directly influence solo play, and vice-versa. The limits of solo and multiplayer games are
finally left behind.

Psychological and mental trauma management.

25 weapons, different shooting modes, dynamic precision, drilling shots, iron sighting, extended zoom.

Complete hacking system with game play impact
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9 devastatingly subtle PSI powers.

More than 20 NPC with non-scripted, fully reactive and efficient AI, endowed with a sense of initiative. Bloody close
combat with technical detail. Incredible physical movement realism thanks to Source Engine physics.

Excellent replayability - primary and secondary missions, dynamic environments, non-linear level progression, and
random NPC spawn, type and appearance. Death doesn't penalize players: no need to restart the current mission.

Open-level gameplay for hours of fun without reloading.
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Title: E.Y.E: Divine Cybermancy
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Streum On Studio
Publisher:
Streum On Studio
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 32/64-bit / Vista 32/64 / XP

Processor: Pentium 4 3.0GHz, Athlon 64 3000+ or better

Memory: 1 GB for XP / 2GB for Vista

Hard Disk Space: At least 6 GB of free space

Video Card: : DirectX 9 compatible video card with 128 MB, Shader model 2.0. ATI X800, NVidia 6600 or better

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional: Internet Connection required for multiplayer

English,French
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Very poor UI. This game turned me off in the tutorial when I had to search endlessly for the right city to send an ambassador to.
Not streamlined at all and when I have to search the map for 30 minutes in an attempt to find the right city to send a unit to ...
no TY.. Gave it a try. The world is just bland. Music is great, but again the world doesnt draw you in because it is too bland.
Other similiar games w one color scheme did it, but not this. Maybe for 5 dollars, but 20...refund please.. This game is a ton of
fun! It can be challenging, but the adorable pixel art and delightful puns keep you motivated to hone your skills and get better.
The best part is that it's based on a true story! How many games can say that?. This game's so damn G R E A T, I'm looking
forward to future updates, no broken stats or the like, it's just a matter of practice before you can fully get a grip on your own
customized mech, I love it, Devs, thanks for giving the possibility for this game to exist, I \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing love
it.. If you played Dune 2000, Red Alert, Command and Conquer, this game is all those games put together. You could say its a
ripoff or its a remake of those games, but its a great addition to the genre.
I like it a lot, except for the fact that the mission briffings have no sounds and the font is too small for me to read.. I love to see
games that reflect on the old arcade type games. The graphics are cool, the powers are cool, and they even put a grapple hook
for powers, niiiice. For people who are beginners, I would recommend these controls: Move: wasd Shoot: arrows Special 1: c
Special 2: v Doomsday (special 3): space.. I've no idea what the ♥♥♥♥ I was thinking when I bought this game.. The best game
that i have ever played . i played this game for 5 years when i was 13 years old and i still play it until today .
. HOW ??? How did they make this WORSE than an old 2D game ???. Great to pass the time.
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The only game I've had 5000 FPS but it doesn't even start.. I Love the concept of this game. Its fun and challenging and its old
school outbreak great job. one of the reasons i bought the game is because I am also interested in game development and wanted
to see what a solo dev could accomplish. Great job looking foward to playing the second game and cant wait to see the third!!!.
I'll leave the philosophical debate on wether or no cheats should be DLC for another time. As is - this does make the game more
fun, and also provides quite a lot of insight on how some previously mysterious systems in the game work.

Buying this DLC adds a small button on many dialog boxes in the game. Clicking it opens the cheat menu for that dialog box -
for example, forcing a bill to pass trough a hostile parliament by clicking the G'n'S icon on a law being voted on. Using this
DLC at all means you can't upload scores to the internet (for obvious reasons), so you should be aware of that.

I was sceptical of this at first, but It did improve my experience. It allows you to mess around a lot more, as besides cheating for
advantages, this also allows you to do things such as start wars between different nations, and as such - play out different
scenarios.

If you're a P&R fan, you'll likely enjoy this DLC.. I just played Turba for 15 minutes, to get the Summer achievement that was
added to it.

Afterward when I got up from my chair, I stubbed my toe very hard, fell and bashed my arm on a bookcase as I tried to catch
my fall, scraped my leg rather painfully, and finally broke my fall by smashing my hand against the sharp corner of a wooden
box. My arm hurts, my leg hurts, my hand hurts, and my toe is bleeding a bit. I also seem to have punched myself in the stomach
or something on the way down, I'm not even sure on that, but it hurts there too.

Still, if I had no choice but to repeat one of those two experiences, I would not choose Turba.. It should have gotten the GOTY
award
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